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Boatus foundation test answers

Find out what the difference between the cathedral hull and tunnel hull, how to know what the capacity limits of the boat are, and what kind of registration and documentation are on board. This section also provides extensive information on boat maintenance, storage and damage prevention. Find specific
articles about the winterization of boats, as well as checklists for spring fittingouts. You'll find topics ranging from life jackets types and requirements to a list of equipment that you need to carry your boat. Fighting fires and using visual distress signals is also covered in this section. You can also read on
different types of radios that you may be riding and how they work as well as other ways you can use them to communicate while you're out at sea. This section covers topics such as weather, towing and boat refueling, launch ramp etiquette and float planning. We will also go through the basics of
planning a successful day in the water and the dangerous effects of mixing alcohol and boats. From laws regulating waste disposal and discharge, to preventing the spread of invasive species, to how to be environmentally responsible while on the water. You can also find information about marine
sanitary devices and how to adequately dispose of hazardous waste such as floor paint, varnish and oil. Everything from the rules of the road to anchoring and docking is covered here. Listen to examples of navigation lights and sounds that may occur when water occurs when you encounter them and
learn more about some of the unique problems on inland boats like locks and dams. You'll also get a comprehensive overview of navigation aids, including the size, shape, color and meaning of the various buoys you'll see while you're on the boat. In this section, you can learn how to prevent and treat
hypothermia by avoiding the proper procedures for responding to carbon monoxide poisoning and accidents and flight attendants. We will also explain what you do if you are running the land - how to asses the situation, when you need to withdraw, and when to put in and ask for help. Now the fun begins.
This section covers issues related to various boat activities such as hunting, fishing, water skiing and diving. We'll also look at some of the safety issues associated with swimming and snorkeling near boats, as well as information paddling safety for kayaks and canoes. Don't forget the section on
operation of private vessels (PWC), including operational requirements, accident prevention, etc. We are still committed to providing the best possible service during COVID-19. More photos: Getty Images/Simonk Boat Safety and The BoatUS Foundation for Clean Water promote safe, clean and
responsible boats. BoatUS's non-profit weapons provide training activities for boats and anglers with the aim of reducing accidents and fatalities, increasing stewardship on U.S. waterways, and keeping boats safe for everyone. Recipient Finally, the Foundation offers a variety of online and constant boat
safety courses, including 36 free primary courses BoatUS.org/Courses. Last year, more than 171,000 people completed a free boat certification process. In addition to the free courses, the foundation offers 14 professional courses ranging from $8.50 to $40, including modern marine sailing, GPS use and
cruise plans. Our students are often excited to start with a basic course and learn more, says Amanda Suttles Perez, director of the Educational Foundation. With all the courses we offer, your interests are something for everyone, whether it's offshore cruising, inland boating, sailing or power - we have a
process that will help you expand your knowledge and build your confidence. It may not feel like a boating season yet, but the BoatUS Safety and Clean Water Foundation urges you to enroll in a boat training course. Amanda Suttles Pérez, director of education for the Bottus Foundation, recommends
training for people on boats before the boat season begins. Statistics show that taking a boat training course can make you a better and safer boat rider. Even spice boats can spend off-season brushing your knowledge of safe boat operations. With incentives, the Foundation offers 25% off all professional
courses purchased by March 31, 2020 using SPRING25 (BoatUS.org/Courses). The Foundation also offers $25 for the BoatUS Foundation's hot water training course purchased during the same period (BoatUS.org/On-Water). Although this course was designed for education, Perez pointed out that
certain questions consistently seem to get better at candidates. She hears some students' complaints, but only one answer. Can you get them right? Testing your knowledge with these 10 questions is often the most frequently incorrect. You can find the correct answer at the end of the document. 1. The
air is ______________________a. East to West b. High pressure zone c. cyclone area d. From land to water (in the weather of the boat) 2. Fact or false: One desirable feature of LPG is that the liquid is much more dense than gas, so low-cost tanks liquefy at relatively low pressures to contain large
amounts of energy. True lies (in propane system on the boat) 3. The Q flag used for foreign port items means a. We need immediate treatment b. Courage is healthy and asks for C-input approval. We don't have pets in d. We have nothing to declare 4 (in cruise plans). Fact or false: AIS broadcasts AIS
information using VHF radio frequencies. True Lies (from AIS electronics for boats) 5. The difference between compass changes and deviations is as follows: Mutations are caused by the influence of the magnetic properties of the container, where deviation sway. The alignment of the meridian of
hardness and the magnetic line of force. B. Changes are caused by the alignment of the meridian of hardness and the magnetic lines of the force; Deviations are caused by the influence of the magnetic characteristics of the container. C. Change depends on the location of the vessel. The deviation
depends on the title of the vessel. D. There is no difference. (In modern maritime voyages) 6. Facts or Lies: Because they are very similar, there is little difference between whether the statute mile or nautical miles are selected during the setting of the GPS. True lies (from how to use GPS) 7. What does
Cunningham do? a. Change the position of the draft in main sale b. Change the amount of drafts in main sale c. Securing the main sale tack on the mast. Affects the amount of twists of the main sail (from apostasy to sailing) 8. Match the VHF channel at the top with the channel description below. A.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Inter-ship
safety 3. Navigation safety; Ship-to-ship, lock, bridge 4. Alternative Hail Channel 5. Basic hail channel; Emergency, distress 6. Recreational boats (from everything on marine radio) 9. Which of the following will increase the effects of alcohol and drugs when you are on a boat? a. Vibration b. Food c. spray
d. temperature (on the basic boat course) 10. If a power-driven vessel is meeting or crossing at a distance that is in sight of each other and within half a mile of each other, each vessel must use a sound signal. What does two short horn explosions on other vessels mean in meeting situations? a. They
plan to pass the side of the side to the side b. They plan to deliver the port side to the port side C. They try to keep the course and speed. Find out what you've done by using the answer key below (on the main boat course) as they plan to stop immediately and reverse the engine. 1. B. High pressure- Low
pressure zone. Uneven heating of the earth's surface by the sun creates different pressure areas that cause air to move - the wind blows. 2. It is true. In addition, the steam that is formed at the top of the tank is drawn with a gas that is easier to ignite than liquids such as gasoline. 3. B. The ship is healthy,
and requests approval to enter (also known as free pratique) 4. In fact. AIS broadcasts and receives AIS information using VHF frequencies 161.975 MHz and 162.025 MHz. 5. B. Deformation is caused by the alignment of the meridian and magnetic lines of the force of hardness, whereas deviations are
caused by the effect of the magnetic characteristics of the vessel. The change depends on the location of the vessel. The deviation depends on the title of the vessel. Among the students who answer incorrectly, it is about splitting evenly between A and C. 6. False. The nautical mile represents about 15%
greater distance than the statute mile. The difference is that Especially when navigating near the coast in conditions where visibility is reduced, such as fog. 7. A. Cunningham changes the draft position of the main sale. 8. A. 5, B. 4, C. 6, D. 2, E. 3, F. 1 9. A. People often choose temperature, it means i
think heat. 10. A. Two short horn explosions on other vessels mean trying to pass the right side. Safety and prevention boat safety membership benefits include: Sign up for the print version of BoatUS Magazine at 4% more from more corporate deals on online, temporary slips, repairs and cruises on
WestMarine.com discounts to buy back from Westmarine stores or fuel, charters, rental cars, hotel accommodation and more... All just $24/year! We use cookies to improve your visits to our website and improve your experience. By continuing to use our website, you agree to the cookie policy. Privacy
policy and collection notices
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